FROM THE HEAD MASTER
GEELONG GRAMMAR SCHOOL
CORIO, VICTORIA, 3214
052-73 9200

Seen 3/9/91.

Letter written on Tuesday 3/9/91
— Arr posted Tuesday night.

Letter delivered on 4/9/91 (arr)
at about tea time.

JEL advised me about
the delivery of letter on
Thursday am.

Mr. D. rang about
calls on Tuesday
night.

When was next calls made?
The letter dated 8/5/91
appears to refer to a
call on the 4th.
A year ago

- relationship with BK

- seemed to people a make

- was written

- great deal of mental
  difficulty (residuals)

- to arise out of work
  & family / my conducting


Later

- a) pressure comes with some expected
  b) consequences for you (when)
  c) for my school

- problem obtained to recognition

Caud have added

- a) arises out of
  school commun,
  but in no one / people / personal
  not confirmed by personal
  commun

- Not verified

- searching with phone
  - boy or matter worked it to
    end
  - letter written
  - not confused with
  - my own letter
  - not confused with oth-
    er
  - personal / private
    (some in school commun)
Dear [Name],

No answer (repeated several times) but I want you to know crime is worse elsewhere (not improved)

S love regards

Regarding A as well something to possible.

Notes for end of year.

Summer deserted (poor not books).

Very good job as a teacher, hope will continue to please them.

Time too come (I'm glad) to plans towards pursuing them elsewhere.

NZ? / Auckland.

Teach?

Teach in bonding schools?

Future? — not